Raw GNSS data from Smartphones
• In May 2016, Google announced that Raw GNSS Measurements collected by Smartphones running Android 7 and later would be made available to users • Up to Android 6, only the computed position ("manufacturer receipt") and ancillary satellite information were available.
• Raw Data available on "compatible" Smartphones : • The navigation chip is periodically switched on (200 ms /1 s) and off (800 ms/1s). • This does not prevent the user to get a code-based solution every second but phase measurements are not continuous.
• Nevertheless, after a "cold" start, the navigation chip remains ON during a few minutes while decoding the message  4-5 minutes of continuous phase. • When the receiver code is locked to the satellite code, the code pseudorange measurement is still "ambiguous" (time modulo)
• For example, 1 ms modulo for GPS C/A Code.
• The synchronization is done in several steps using the navigation message until the TOW is decoded • Huawei Mate 9 and Samsung Galaxy S8 (Duty Cycle ON) • As both smartphones have similar performances, only S8 results are discussed.
• Dual frequency (DF) smartphones running Android 8.1:
• 2 Xiaomi Mi 8 with Broadcom BCM47755 chip (June 2018) • Second frequency available for GPS, QZSS (L5) and Galileo (E5a).
• GPS, GLONASS, Galileo, Beidou, QZSS (available but not processed so far)
• Raw Data acquisition using GNSS Logger (Google). 5 The data
• All data used in this study have been collected on the roof of our building (open sky) close to our geodetic receivers.
• At the moment we focus on the "best achievable" results with smartphones.
• Two types of experiments:
• Short sessions (10-min) with one smartphone "alone". • Short baseline sessions (up to 60 min) with 2 or 3 smartphones close to each other. 6 Xiaomi: L5/E5a versus L1/E1
• L5 (E5a) CNo is systematically lower than L1 (E1) CNo • Nevertheless L5 (E5a) precision is significantly better than L1 (E1).
• The number of L5 (E5a) observations is smaller than L1 (E1)
• About 50 % for GPS • Often the same or a bit smaller for Galileo.
• The available number of L5 (E5a) measurements is usually sufficient to compute a GPS+Galileo L5+E5a solution. 7 Galileo tracking for SF Smartphone • All SF smartphones used in our study are Galileo compatible, nevertheless, Galileo tracking is not always "straightforward".
• Usually, the tested SF smartphones are NOT able to track all Galileo satellites in view (not considering unhealthy satellites).
• The situation has been slowly improving with software upgrades. • Nevertheless, even if Galileo satellites are tracked, most code pseudoranges remain ambiguous on SF smartphones. CNo and elevation • When using Geodetic receivers, CNo increases with satellite elevation.
• In data processing techniques, this characteristic is often exploited in the variance-covariance matrix of the observations.
• Raw GNSS Smartphone data do not behave in the same way meaning that data processing strategies must be modified accordingly. Multipath influence on DD (Xiaomi) • GPS L5 DD (1 satellite pair) on short baseline. • Multipath signature can be very easily seen due to the very low noise.
